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Introduction 
 
December 21, 2012 marked the end of a long age (known as a baktun) and the beginning of a 
new age in the Mayan calendar. In 2012, Tzaddi Founders Dorothe Blackmere and Amy Kees 
passed into spirit. These events together created a fairly significant shift in the energy body of 
Tzaddi and in my own energy, and led me to some revelations I am excited to share with you.  
 
The Tzaddi Quest 
 
Throughout 2012, the Tzaddi Board of Directors and I engaged in some deep reflections about 
the meaning and purpose of Tzaddi. We discerned something shared, and quite fundamental, 
among us. I believe Tzaddi was “born” inside and through this fundamental construct when Amy 
Kees had her lightning spiritual healing and revelations. It is a spiritual quest, which can be 
described several different ways: 

• How can we be whole, given our wounds/imperfections and the wounds/imperfections of the 
world?  
• How do we integrate our humanity and our Divinity? 
• What is our awareness of the place of intersection of being and becoming, and how do we 
live from and explore that space? 

 
In my reflections, I perceive that this quest is embedded in the tissue of our group energy body, or 
put another way, is part of our organizational culture; and that even when we are not aware of it, 
these questions operate at a systemic level as well as at an individual level, deeply affecting us. 
 
This revelation stunned me. For several days I experienced a spontaneous and ongoing whole 
life review. All my challenges, from childhood through adulthood, passed before me, within me, 
through me, and I understood my life in a new way. There was deep peace and a lot of space. As 
this happened, I began to understand why I was guided to Tzaddi in 1989; why I said “yes” to 
joining, despite my reservations about organized religion; and why despite my reservations about 
titles such as “Bishop” I  followed my guidance and said “yes” to becoming Residing Bishop. I 
also understood Tzaddi’s group and individual wounds, choices, and actions in a new way and 
saw the perfection of all that has happened so far within our organization. 
 
The Tzaddi quest exists at a much more fundamental level than that of “staying legal” by having 
clergy papers, or even, having a healing or counseling practice, or teaching classes, or leading a 
spiritual community. In other words this quest is more causal, a root cause, that sets in motion 
many different challenges and opportunities to express your personal gifts and talents through 
various roles and works. 
 
I observe that as a group body in the years after the Founders retired, and before the baktun shift, 
we lost sight of this central mission together; we drifted. Many, including myself, mistook our 
status as ordained clergy for a “pass” to allow us to legally practice our career path—a means to 
that end—losing sight of the subtle reality underlying our presence in Tzaddi.  I now feel a 
passion and joy I have not felt before that puts moving forward with Tzaddi in a new light.  
 
I am guided that this quest is coming into clarity because now our group body is receiving a call 
from spirit for renewal of our spiritual purpose individually and collectively. This calling is part of 
human and planetary evolution, and is perfectly particular to our unique circumstances, including 
the Tzaddi quest, Tzaddi’s organizational structure, the times we live in, and the unique gifts and 
talents of those of you who are already within the church, and those who are coming.  
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Vocation: The Call from Spirit 
 
The link between me and you and Tzaddi and all this is your vocation. What deeper thing has 
drawn you to this current place and time? I invite you this year to discern what your alignment and 
connection is with this flow: to put in some more energy into reflecting on your personal calling 
from Spirit, as it is now, and to separate that question from what you do to make a living. I 
enclose with this mailing a seminary chapter I wrote on Vocation & Spiritual Leadership and I 
invite you to reflect upon it if you are so drawn. Consider:  

• What is alive for you in the call from Spirit?  
• How do you sense it?  
• How might the call from Spirit support your being and fulfill your deepest longings? 
• How are you ambivalent about, or pushing away, the call from Spirit? 
• How might you gracefully surrender to see where the call from Spirit leads you? 

 
 
Discussion of the Spiritual Path & Levels of Consciousness  
 
In the days before Founding Bishop Amy Kees passed into spirit I experienced a new, clear kind 
of meditation contact with her. She brought some “energy deliveries” to me in order to complete 
her work and move on. She gave specific guidance on a number of points. To help me make 
sense of what was happening she directed me to a book that had been untouched on my shelf for 
some time: Jim Marion’s Putting on the Mind of Christ: The Inner Work of Christian Spirituality (I 
will refer to this book as PMC). Reading it opened new understanding for me and I will attempt 
here to share what I have learned. 
 
Like Amy Kees, Jim Marion is a Christian mystic. Like Tzaddi his approach is inclusive—that the 
faith culture and the language may be different depending whether a person is Christian, Jewish, 
Buddhist, Hindu, pagan, etc., but the consciousness energy shift points along the human spiritual 
path are the same. His description of these shift points is exceptionally clear and I am excited to 
share them with you, as part of the context of what is happening now, and how we fit in with that, 
and together with each other. To describe these shift points he uses as his framework his own 
spiritual experiences, Bible references, and Ken Wilber’s model of the maps of human 
consciousness development. The big picture of this approach is described below.  
 
Mapping the path: levels of human consciousness development. Basic principles: 

1. All growth in consciousness is a process of inner realization 
2. All inner realizations are the result of personal experience “meditated upon” in some 

fashion 
3. All growth in consciousness is a lessening of self-centeredness, a “death” to the old self-

centered way of looking at the world and a simultaneous “rebirth” into a less self-centered 
way of seeing the world  

4. As a person’s consciousness goes up the spiritual ladder from level to level, the person’s 
consciousness becomes less and less attached to (i.e., stuck in or defined by) physical 
matter (PMC p. 34) 

 
The successive levels are described in detail in the endnotes, where I’ve summarized key points 
for each level.1  It may be helpful to be familiar with the shift points and levels he describes, to 
better discern and articulate vocation—your personal, and our group, calling. As an overview, the 
levels are: 

• Archaic 
• Magical 
• Mythical 
• Rational 
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• Vision-Logic 
• Psychic 
• Subtle 
• Causal (Christ Consciousness) 
• Nondual (Kingdom of Heaven on Earth) 

 
Vocation in Tzaddi 
 
Amy and Dorothe began with teachings at the level of psychic consciousness and tried to help 
people move through the psychic to the subtle level toward causal consciousness or Christ 
Consciousness and nondual consciousness or the Kingdom of Heaven.2  They consistently put 
attention on healing and keeping flow in the physical, emotional, and mental in order to support 
the spiritual shifts. In order to achieve these goals in a way that would outlast their individual 
lifetimes, they created a spiritual organization with the structure of a church3 whose purposes are 
described in the corporate charter.4 This is our inheritance and its usefulness and importance are 
clear now to me in ways that I was not able to articulate before. 
 
Jim Marion writes that nondual consciousness or the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth will occur 
when every human being passes through causal or Christ Consciousness and that it will probably 
occur during the Aquarian Age, 2000 – 4000 AD.5 This helped me understand the earthchanges 
in a new, different way: the planetary chaos is a group consciousness Dark Night! Of course! 
Having been through my own dark times for some years, and reflecting upon what has helped 
me, and what others might need to make it through, I feel a new sense of awe, respect, and 
excitement about what Tzaddi can offer to support this shift.6 
 
A good definition of the spiritual path is that it is a never-ending process of relaxing, breathing out 
fear, and of coming into fear’s opposite, which is love (1 John 4:18). One must have complete 
trust and faith in God and in the spiritual healing process itself. One can never see with exactness 
where one is going; one can only see afterwards where one has been. (PMC pp. 92 – 93) 
 
To get to the higher levels, more of our unconscious, that is, repressed emotions as well as 
higher abilities, must be brought into awareness and integrated into consciousness. (PMC p.64) 
Every level of consciousness must be thoroughly grounded in the levels below, including the 
physical; to act otherwise creates psychic disaster. (PMC p.79) 
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Endnotes 
 
                                            
1 The Jim Marion/Ken Wilber “integral” Framework of Consciousness Levels & Spiritual 
Development from the book Putting on the Mind of Christ (PMC) 
 
 
Level or Stage Physical age  

Corollary 
Perspectives 

Archaic 0 – 2 years Infant differentiates its own body and its own emotions 
from those of the mother (PMC p. 33) 

Magical 2 – 7 years Unable to distinguish between the contents of its mind 
and those of the external world; egocentric, believes the 
outside world revolves around the self. Appease an 
external and arbitrary God. Learn to share.  
(PMC pp.37 – 39) 

Mythical (mental first level) 7 - adolescent Sky God works miracles to meet the child’s needs if the 
child is “good” and punishes if the child is “bad.” 
Conformist, law-and-order level in which everything in 
the child’s parochial world is seen as the “true” and the 
“best.” Self-worth comes from following the laws and 
behaving properly. Religious myths and symbols are 
understood in a concrete, literal way, e.g. God actually 
did create the world in six days. Tolerance and 
compassion for the views of others is not possible; 
“others” are a threat to self, world order, etc. To belong, 
someone must convert. Arrogance, self-importance, and 
exclusivity of the “saved” or “chosen.” (PMC pp. 41 - 46) 
Fundamentalists of any religion. (PMC p.60) 

Rational (mental second 
level) 

Average adult 
(transition from 
teenage to adult 
life) 

Can handle abstract ideas and grasp universal 
principles. Now psychologically able to think globally and 
be concerned with global problems. Becoming less 
judgmental, fearful, and aggressive and more tolerant, 
compassionate, and inclusive. More faith in Spirit 
directing life, even though unseen (Heb. 11:1) and less in 
religious practices, rules, and roles that can be seen. 
First level where someone can begin to learn Eastern-
style meditation practices and yogas (those that 
transmute bodily and emotional energies such as hatha, 
kundalini, kriya, tantra, and pranayama; those that deal 
with the high subtle regions and use sound and light 
absorption, such as Nada and Shabd; those with focus 
on the causal and nondual levels, such as Zen and 
Vedanta. (PMC pp. 49 – 61) 
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Vision-Logic (mental third 
level) 

“Great thinkers”  Identification of the self with the abstract mind, and ability 
to think from many different perspectives. Global in 
interest in, and concern for, other persons. The level of 
the integrated human personality, measured on standard 
psychological tests. First level at which we have 
successfully integrated body, emotions, and mind. No 
longer define self in narrow terms of race, color, national 
origin, sectarian-understood religion, gender, sexual 
orientation, national citizenship, or belief in a particular 
“ism”. Sees the self as a simple human being, one of 
billions on the planet. Tolerant of and genuinely 
interested in other cultures, religions, races, 
philosophies, perspectives. May be in existential crisis. 
(PMC pp. 63 —68) 

Psychic Those developing 
spiritually and 
leaving behind 
the archaic, 
magical, mythic, 
rational, and 
vision-logic 
perspectives for a 
more dynamic 
and alive 
perception of the 
underlying 
energies within 
and around the 
physical, 
emotional, and 
mental bodies 
and planes of 
existence 

No longer identify the self with the rational mind but with 
the inner witness/”permanent” self beyond space-time 
that observes body, emotions, and mind, via the “small 
still voice within” (Ps. 46:10). Experience a knowingness 
that is not dependent on the five physical senses or on 
being in the same space or time with the person that is 
known. Begin to develop, consciously or unconsciously, 
the five astral or psychic senses: clairsentience, 
clairaudience, clairvoyance, psychic “smell” and psychic 
“taste.” Access to conscious science of manifestation 
through vibration, “loaves and fishes” (Matt. 16 – 21); 
access to conscious healing through laying on of hands 
(Luke 13:13); access to prophecy (1 Cor. 12:8); access 
to speaking in tongues (1 Cor. 12:8, 1 Cor. 14:22). To 
make progress, it is not necessary to master this level; 
basic competence will do. Nor are specific psychic skills 
or experiences important; what is important for basic 
competence is to become more interested in what 
happens inside the psyche than in the outside world and 
to develop the ability to accurately sense what is going 
on within—to become a contemplative, i.e., a serious 
meditator (cf. a mystic who is a contemplative with 
pronounced psychic abilities). Witnessing from the level 
of inner observer/”permanent self” is meditation even if 
no specific meditation technique is used. Learn to listen 
to the still small voice before making decisions and to 
“pray always” (1 Thes. 5:17), becoming more and more 
sensitive to the messages of the soul or higher self. Do 
not neglect space-time obligations. Disentangle from 
mass thoughtforms and emotional vibrations of fear, 
vanity, anger, etc. Learn to discern lower astral energies, 
beware of pride, and of tarrying too long at the psychic 
level; keep moving toward love.  Early Christians were 
keen on developing psychic abilities in effort to follow 
Jesus and disciples, but this early teaching was 
lost/buried by 100 A.D. and for a long period, mythic 
Christianity persecuted as Devil worshippers those 
whose consciousness had attained the psychic level, 
e.g., witch burnings, St. Joan of Arc, etc.  
(PMC pp.69 – 86) 
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Transition: Dark Night of 
the Senses 

Those 
progressing 
onward toward 
subtle 
consciousness 

The spiritual transition between the psychic and subtle 
levels that fosters compassion towards the self and all 
persons: the spiritual capacity for universal love. Healing 
and transmuting a sizable part of our deeply (and most 
often unconsciously) held negative emotional and mental 
vibrations. Vibrational shift (metaphysical explanation) 
and “swallowing the bag/integrating the shadow” (depth 
psychology explanation). May experience many negative 
thoughts, emotions, and outer happenings. More painful 
the greater the resistance and repression. Unlocks the 
truths, usually trapped in denial, that have to be faced 
and accepted to become free. Depression and aridity 
common. Prayer, visualization, spiritual exercises that 
were once enjoyable become onerous, sometimes 
impossible; no consolation; often “good” people feel 
humiliated, ashamed of self. Repressed aggression, 
sexuality, and vertigo/confusion may be experienced. 
Show compassion, not fear, for all the dark forces; 
fighting them, trying to maintain image of being “good,” 
running away, resisting prolongs the agony. Leads to 
realization that our “goodness” is not ours at all, but a 
gift, like all else, from God (Luke 18:19).  A “death,” 
leading to rebirth in the subtle level. (PMC pp. 87 – 104) 

Subtle Consciousness Those 
progressing 
onward toward 
Christ 
Consciousness 

The last level at which our self is identified with our 
human personality. St. John of the Cross describes it as 
“the illuminative way or the way of infused 
contemplation”—“in this new state, as one liberated from 
a cramped prison cell, the person goes about the things 
of God with much more freedom and satisfaction of spirit 
and with more abundant interior delight.” The person 
feels psychologically stronger and more integrated, less 
caught up in preconceived assumptions and more 
accurate in perceiving the visible and invisible world. In 
this level the person gains immediate contact with the 
angel of the true self, the personal spiritual master, and 
Jesus; all three guide the person toward final 
individuation as a human being; all three may appear 
differently depending on the faith tradition; all three 
function as messengers from the soul/true Self/ Christ 
Self. The soul’s way of knowing—pure intuition or 
knowingness—begins to become operative in the 
person. Dangers at this level include projection of 
remaining dark parts of the self outwards and the 
projection of our godly self outwards; be awake and 
careful about what kind of energy is being channeled; 
John of the Cross warns that this stage contains strong 
risk in believing in vain visions and false prophecies. 
Acceleration of spiritual growth. As the person 
progresses, begins a simultaneous ascent toward the 
causal and descent into the Dark Night of the Soul that in 
Eastern traditions is associated with the 
movement/opening of the kundalini.  
(PMC pp. 105 – 113) 
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Transition: Dark Night of 
the Soul 

Crucifixion 
ending with 
resurrection and 
ascension 

Transition from the subtle to the causal level. The shift 
from understanding the self as a mere human being, 
sinful and mortal, to the realization of sinless, immortal, 
substantial union with the Divine (1 Cor. 15:55 – 56).  
Shift from seeing God, the Devil, and other people as 
distinctly separate from ourselves, to knowing ourselves 
within God and everything within us, God within and 
without. Multidimensional reality becomes accessible. 
The Baptism of Fire and the Holy Spirit (Matt. 3:11).  
Purification of the emotions to learn how to love as a 
bodhisattva, as Jesus loved. Finally attain psychological 
wholeness and see both self and world without 
projections.  Integration of, and re-unification with, the 
split-off parts not only of the personality, but also of the 
soul, i.e., karmic redemption. Transmutation of some of 
the mass karma through individual process. Can 
encounter tremendous light, healing, consolation insight, 
and assistance from the angels of light, and tremendous 
terror, evil, and horror from the angels of dark 
(confrontation of demons). Sun Dance and crucifixion of 
Jesus teach about this phase. Shattering, loss of control, 
being swallowed into the dark; depression leads to 
underlying anger, anger leads to underlying fear, fear 
leads to underlying hurt; hurt heals; layer after layer is 
encountered, felt, and released; God becomes master of 
the house. Second Coming of Christ arrives for the 
planet when humanity as a whole is baptized by means 
of the Dark Night of the Soul: author postulates this will 
occur sometime during the Age of Aquarius (2000 AD – 
4000 AD) (PMC pp. 117 – 125, pp. 146 – 147, 159) 
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Causal (Christ 
Consciousness) 

First level of 
consciousness of 
the human not as 
a human 
personality but as 
a realized divinity 

Entering spiritual love, compassion; opening of the heart 
chakra fully, opening of the crown chakra into a halo. 
Living in the present, great peace at the core. Freeing up 
from emotional addiction, neurotic projections; more 
detached from everyday struggles and anxieties. Able to 
commune silently with God, now experienced, without 
thought, as the Great Void or Mother Creator or shunyata 
(emptiness) within, from which all creation and creativity 
arise; the healing begun in the Dark Night of the Soul 
continues. Emotionally, unfolding of great inner warmth 
for everyone and everything.  Often “a desire to be either 
alone or occupied in something that will benefit some 
soul” (St. Teresa). Conscious realization that the self is 
within God, a cell in God’s body, the Christ (1 Cor. 12:12 
– 27). No longer about beliefs, but about experience, that 
whatever one does to others, one does to one’s self and 
to Christ; that there is no death; that sin does not exist, 
only ignorance, or lack of awareness; that no soul can be 
eternally lost. Radical faith and trust become second 
nature. Enter into kairos, sacred right timing, right 
questioning, revelations. Fundamental Clear Light of the 
Tibetan Book of the Dead. Perception that all humans 
are teachers for each other and that all have a part to 
play. Human limitations remain; revelation comes 
through that person’s previously learned thought-forms, 
vocabulary, cultural assumptions, and personal interests. 
Danger of over-detachment and neglect of our new co-
creatorship responsibilities. “It is not enough to realize 
that form is emptiness; we must go on to the next level 
where we’ll finally see that emptiness is form”  (Chogyam 
Trungpa). At that point it is time to return awareness and 
action to the everyday world for the giving of service, 
learning to see negative energy forms clearly and cope 
with them appropriately, even while moving toward 
ascension into nondual consciousness.  
(PMC pp. 163 -179, 183 - 195) 

Nondual (Kingdom of 
Heaven, beatific vision) 

Ultimate goal of 
all spiritual paths 
and the end point 
of evolution of 
human 
consciousness; 
occurs while in a 
body, on Earth 

Ananda (bliss), joy. Divine ground of being that underlies 
all the levels. The Godhead or Deitas (Meister Eckhart), 
i.e., the level above what normally is thought of as God 
(Creator God). Fulfillment of Christ Consciousness. No 
separation between divinity and humanity. The difference 
between the individualized Spirit (the soul) and the 
universal Spirit (God) disappears. Monadic level. “The 
Father and I are one” (John 10:30) “Do you not know you 
are gods?” (John 10:34-35) The individuated Christ self 
is not annihilated but remains in existence as a vehicle to 
operate in space-time; it takes its place in the Trinity of 
Oneness of Father, Son, Holy Spirit. Greatly increased 
power of and responsibility about manifestation, requiring 
attention to not only action and speech, but also, to 
thought. Eternal Now, timeless and spaceless. Anxiety 
ceases. Movement from nirvikalpa samadhi, utter 
absorption while at prayer in formless cause, to sahaj 
samadhi, the state in which God consciousness is so 
absolute that there is no need to pray, but instead one 
goes about as God, rendering service to all. Level of 
ascended masters, including Buddha, Mohammed, and 
Elijah. (PMC pp. 197 – 214, 221) 
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2  Beginning with the Psychic 
Jim Marion discusses in Putting on the Mind of Christ that St. John of the Cross and Teresa of Avila also  
began their descriptions of the spiritual path at the level of psychic consciousness and that the early 
Christians were well versed in psychic consciousness. Amy and Dorothe related strongly to the study and 
gathering community structures of early Christianity and made a deliberate effort to structure the church in 
modern 1960’s USA to reflect that small group gathering fostering of the psychic and spiritual gifts. You can 
see this in the language of the mother church charter, in the endnote below. 
 
Since just before Founding Bishop Amy passed away on November 20, 2012 I have had a number of in-
depth phone conversations with her grandson, Fred Blackmere. Among other things, I asked him why Amy 
retired and handed the church over to Frank Alper to run as Residing Bishop. He said that his grandmother 
was tired of people only being interested in the psychic readings, wanting her to tell them things, what to do, 
when would they get a boyfriend, etc., and what she was interested in was the teachings part. In the 
beginning of the church, Amy used to do readings on Wednesday nights, and church services on Sunday. 
Remember, this was 1964—before the New Age explosion of teachers and teachings. Church in mainstream 
society was very much at a magical or mythical level of consciousness. As Fred put it, “She attracted people 
to Tzaddi with Wednesdays but she really wanted to focus on the Sunday things.” I understand this to mean 
that her primary mission was helping bring people into causal or Christ Consciousness and toward nondual 
consciousness or the Kingdom of Heaven rather than dwelling at the psychic level.  
 
3 The Purposes of a Church  
Some of you, like me, may have had deep ambivalence about Tzaddi being structured legally as a church. 
Why, I have often wondered, at a deeper level, did Amy and Dorothe choose this kind of structure?  PMC 
sheds some light on this for me and now instead of ambivalence, I feel a deep joy and gladness that this is 
our structure, and that I said, “yes” to being a leader of this faith community: 
 
Our souls incarnate in order to develop self-conscious awareness . . . creation is “going somewhere.” It has 
a purpose, and that purpose is the production of self-aware Christs. . . . Our souls forever beckon to us—but 
it is we, through our choices in the course of many lifetimes, who have to build the house in which the Christ 
Consciousness can finally find a home and thereafter live. (PMC pp.275 – 276) 
 
The Church as an institution is the servant of servants of God, and Americans know that, in a service 
economy with empowered consumers, a service organization must provide what its customers want and 
need or the customers will go elsewhere. Nor can an organization supply a service, in this case spiritual and 
mystical experience, if it lacks the ability to perform that service, i.e., if it lacks spiritual realization itself. 
(PMC p.298) 
 
[I]t would be of immense profit for the Church . . . if the early Church practices of bringing in direct guidance 
from the world of Spirit were restored. It would also be helpful if the scientific meditation techniques of the 
East, especially those which minimize psychic pain and suffering, were taught systematically  . . . and 
incorporated into worship. Finally, it would also be of immense help if mainstream Christianity reintroduced 
spiritual healing techniques like the laying on of hands and trained its millions of congregants in the various 
arts of spiritual healing . . . Native Americans and others of the shamanic spiritual tradition also have 
valuable things to contribute. (PMC pp. 263-264)  
(Note: This is exactly what Tzaddi Founders Amy and Dorothe did.) 
 
4 The Purposes of Tzaddi  
From the words of the corporate charter, written by the Founders: 

1. To organize, establish and maintain Meeting Centers, Truth Churches, including home groups, 
classes, and all phases of work towards progression of fellowman and his acquisition of Truth. 

2. To promote and follow, as an individual, the Christian Principles, such as the Holy Bible and the 
Aquarian Gospel of Jesus the Christ, 1st Corinthians, Chapter 12; to appoint Ministers, Missionaries 
and Evangelists; to give inspiration, to give assistance, to give guidance and to prophesy. 

3. To teach sciences, ancient wisdom, ideals and principles, philosophy, psychology, psychometry 
and spiritual truths; to promote brotherhood of man, universal law of truth and all educational 
subjects. 
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4. To teach psychic phenomena and all spiritual gifts as set forth in 1st Corinthians, Chapter 12. 
5. The duties of the Bishop and Ministers are to teach, lecture, counsel, to administer Divine healing 

according to the Gospel of Christ Jesus, to solemnize marriages and to officiate at funerals. 
 
I’ve rephrased these purposes in more general language in the public document posted at www.tzaddi.org: 
From Tzaddi: A Metaphysical Spiritual Organization: 
 
Vision 
Tzaddi welcomes and supports people in experiencing the infinite, loving, co-creative presence of the 
Divine. 
 
Mission 
We encourage development of the psychic and spiritual gifts of higher consciousness. 
We offer long-distance and in-person gatherings for fellowship and worship, and programs for metaphysical 
spiritual education. 
We ordain and appoint metaphysical clergy to offer spiritual healing, counseling, teaching, and leadership, 
and to perform sacred ceremonies such as marriages, child blessings, and funerals. 
 
6 Revelations 
Founding Bishop Amy’s vision of what Tzaddi and other such metaphysical consciousness-based groups 
are meant to foster: a new generation of lightworker priests to assist in the planetary shift into higher 
consciousness. “Revelations 1:5-6 and 5:10 in part tells us: Out of this generation the ... priests will come. 
These people will be the beginning of the holy nation that is to fill all the earth with its glory. They are now 
the light of the world, and the light will increase until all the dark places of the earth are lighted up. By 
overcoming they are incorporating into their own consciousness the attributes and the virtues of God and 
therefore are becoming more and more the living expression of His righteousness and Glory ... Through 
them the world is to receive its restitutional blessing.”  
Amy Kees, January 13, 1980 
 
It is easy to think, “That is talking about someone else, not me.” But that may be the voice of ego, which is 
just as limiting in false modesty as in arrogance or overweening pride. I trust and have faith in the call of 
Spirit. It knows how to lead you, me, and every person to the part we have to play in this planetary shift. Our 
job is to listen and decide whether to consent. The first step  is to listen. Having a sangha or tribe or spiritual 
community whose members and leaders are also listening, creates a different kind of receptivity and can 
strengthen us immensely. 
 


